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THE BRAND
Festka started off in a garage and within 5 years evolved 

into a brand that produces custom handmade frames of the 

finest quality, crafted with utmost professionalism. This humble 

beginning is part of our identity and no amount of ambition will 

take us away from our craft to a factory in a far away land.

The passion we bring to work is the foundation that we 

keep building on, learning along the way, step by step. Our 

craft does not reduce to welding pieces of tubes together and 

giving them a nice coat but is the alchemy of a vision mixed with                 

a long period of extensive development. Frames that come out 

of our shop are the fruits of it all, and though our efforts are in 

many aspects hidden to the naked eye, they will definitely reveal 

themselves once on the saddle. Our geometries, our fiber laying 

process, our testing of material properties and a lot more implicit 

research will make the difference.  

Our intention is to keep making the difference, to keep 

being aware of new possibilities, to keep moving forward, just like 

cycling. We improve with every new piece we produce because 

we do not copy, we develop. It may happen that our endeavor 

lands us on discovered ground from time to time, but we take 

it as a validation that we do our work well. We literally build on 

experience. We make our own path, which gives us confidence   

in stating our uniqueness.





THE ROAD
At Festka, we are involved in many parts of the cycling 

world but our founder, Michael Moureček, is a road champion, so 

these pages are dedicated to bikes for the road. Though a naive 

eye would think that the asphalt is a uniform world, riders know 

that there are many flavors and demands associated to the 

road. We know them inside out and try to address them through 

our catalogue of frames. Being a manufacturer of custom and 

tailored frames, we can listen to your personal needs and tune 

any of these models to fit them.



Are you looking for high torsion stiffness, yet enough flex 

to guarantee a comfortable ride? Carbon offers construction 

solutions that no other material can provide and its fibers have 

properties that appeal to scientists, manufacturers and riders 

alike: high stiffness and strength, low weight, high chemical 

resistance and temperature tolerance. No wonder that it has 

been the pinnacle of the cycling industry for the past decade.

COMPOTECH
  We work in very close collabora-

tion with Compotech, a global leader 
in carbon tubing technology. Their 
savoir-faire, their personal affinity with 
cycling and our expertise guarantees 
that the product we develop together 
are always a step ahead. Marketing 
gimmicks are unnecessary with them.

 HEAD TuBE
The head tube of a bicycle is sub-

ject forces somewhat differently to 
the other tubes. The combination 
of pedalling and steering involves                            
a lot of torque and shear forces. The 
44mm tube we use is designed as a 
single piece to deal with these forces 
the best way possible and provide             
superior stability and handling.

  ROCKET TuBES
These are the main tubes of the 

frames we build. They are made out 
of a single strand of carbon layered 
about a metallic rod by a machine at 
Compotech. The different layers deal 
with different forces applied to the 
tubes while riding.

ROCKET TuBES LT
These tubes are 30% lighter and 

15% less stiff than the standard 
Rocket Tubes while keeping the same 
torsion rigidity. That ensures the sta-
bility of the bike at high speed while 
improving comfort.

LAyER 1
The first layer ensures the stability 

of the tube. Thanks to it, its profile 
does not deform, and the bending 
and torsional loads are taken care 
of optimally by the other layers. 
In technical terms it provides the     
maximum bending moment in 
terms of the stability of the wall.

LAyER 2 
Middle layer fibres laid at zero     

angle providing bending stiffness.

LAyER3  
Surface layer fibres provides 

torsional stability amd prevents   
mechanical damage

NOTE ON wEigHTS:  The 
weights displayed in the catalog 
are estimates and some factors 
such as design, dropout upgrade 
or internal routing may affect the 
weight of the final product.

CARBON

T H E T u B E S

layer 3
layer 2
layer 1

layer 1
layer 2
layer 3



Do you value the traditional methods of fabrication yet crave individuality 

and performance? Well you are in luck as the 21st century has brought steel 

to new heights. The new stainless is stronger, lighter and more durable than 

ever. The down tube is oversized and bi-oval while the top-tube is ovali, perfect 

for the perfomance oriented. The craftsmanship of our experienced frame 

builder brings out the delicate qualities of steel like no manufacturing can, 

and the possibility of a raw finish allows for an 

unprecedented amount of detail to show. 

Columbus XCr  

For those that appreciate tradition and 

want a frame that honors the standards of the 

golden age of road racing, we have the option 

to make it happen for carbon and steel. We are 

talking 1”⅛ steerers and BSA bottom bracket 

with top tubes and down tubes that match in 

diameter.

If you like the rough and pure aesthetics of 

raw material, you  will truly appreciate titanium and 

its unique character. A gift for engineers far beyond 

the aviation industry, its reliable stiffness, its unusual 

ability to absorb vibrations and its surface stability 

carved this material a secure spot in our industry. 

And to top it all, it has an unmistakable look inspiring   

a lifelong partnership.

Reynolds 2000

STEEL

TiTANiuM

T H E T u B E S

gOiNg CLASSiC



THE ONE
All the tubes that constitute ONE are tuned to function as 

a homogeneous union. They are put together according to the 

precise calculations of our engineers and using a technique 

commonly used in the aviation industry. The resulting energy 

exchange between them enables the rider to fly the bike as 

if super-powered. Moreover, the level of mechanical damage 

resistance has been improved tremendously compared to our 

previous carbon model (the ZERO), and stiffness has jumped by 

60%.

The geometry and the riding characteristics are based on 

our racing experience. Final test rides were held in the French 

and Swiss Alps with ex-pros riding various frames each made of 

different tubes. Their experience was carefully recorded. 

Thanks t it, we have developed a frame that is tranquil 

even in high speeds and provides the rider with comfort and 

security no matter the size. The bicycle features spry reactions 

to change of direction while keeping a stable track. This stability 

is achieved through the very stiff front part of the frame which 

helps the rider to spurt. The rear triangle is where the comfort is 

stored. 

There is a lot of love, effort, passion and innovation inscribed 

into this frame, and it will with no doubt wow you.



SPECS:
Tubes: Rocket
Dropouts: carbon
Weight: 900g
Fork: 3T Rigida Pro tapered
Head tube ∅ : 44mm
Headset: none
Seat post ∅ : 31.6mm
Seat clamp: Tune
Derailleur clamp ∅ : 35mm
Rear spacing: 130mm
Bottom bracket : PF86, BSA (+60g)
Shifting: Mechanical, Di2 or EPS (v2/v3)

OPTiONS:
Titanium dropouts (improves shifting)
Going classic
Integrated seat post
Internal routing for rear brake
CK inSet
Fork swap

MSRP: 3499€/$3999
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THE ONE RS
The ONE RS (Racing Sport) is what happens to a great bike 

when given the opportunity to make it better. Thanks to a carbon 

fabric for lamination that possesses 3x the tensile strength of 

the current high standard in the industry, we managed to make 

the ONE behave and feel even more like a flawless unit. This 

frame will take any amount of pushing that you can dish out and 

shoot you forward like you would not believe.

  Especially good 

for sprinters, it loves big 

muscles. If you are very tall 

and have been having a 

hard time finding a frame 

that won’t penalize you for 

it, this is where your quest 

ends.

SPECS:
Tubes: Rocket
Dropouts: Titanium
Weight: 930g
Fork: 3T Rigida Team tapered
Head tube ∅ : 44mm
Headset: none
Seat post ∅ : 31.6mm
Seat Clamp: Tune
Derailleur clamp ∅ : 35mm
Rear spacing: 130mm
Bottom bracket : PF86, BSA (+60g)
Shifting: Mechanical, Di2 or EPS (v2/v3)

OPTiONS:
Disc
Fork swap
Integrated seat post
Internal routing for rear brake
CK inSet
Fork swap

STANDARD DESigN: 
Same as ONE but with a distinctive titanium badge.

MSRP: 4399€/$4999
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THE ONE LT
The ONE LT (Light) is the pinnacle of our savoir-faire. It  

takes the advances made with the RS and gives them a different 

purpose. Combined with new and improved tubes, the new 

lamination gives life to a frame as good as ONE but with a third of 

the weight shaved off.

  

The saving is also due to the integrated seatpost, that was 

conveniently designed so as to become a standard seat tube 

if cut above the top tube in case of a new owner or a change in 

preference.

SPECS:
Tubes: Rocket LT
Dropouts: Carbon
Weight: 780g
Fork: THM Scapula SP 1”1/8
Head tube ∅ : 44mm
Headset: none
I.S.P. with Tune Cappy seat clamp
Derailleur clamp ∅ : 35mm
Rear spacing: 130mm
Bottom bracket : PF86, BSA (+60g)
Shifting: Mechanical, Di2 or Mechanical, 
Di2 or EPS (v2 or v3)

OPTiONS:
Titanium dropouts
Internal routing for rear brake
Tune Bubu headset
Chris King
Fork Swap

STANDARD DESigN: 
Same as ONE but with a distinctive titanium badge.

MSRP: 6169€/$6999
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THE  ONE gRAVEL
There is this little path in the middle of your daily ride that you've 

always been tempted to take. There are these dry lands in the hills 

where your MTB feels like a drag. There are those long networks of 

gravel roads stitching a patchwork of fields together in the American 

Midwest, where only a few deer disturb the quiet. There are those cyclo-

cross races you'd like to participate in without having to get a CX specific 

frame. All of which are a perfect reason to fall in love with the flexibility of 

Gravel bikes. You can put all types of chainrings, fit tires up to 

32c and escape on this bike with versatile geometry. 

There is a little note to keep in mind. The frame was 

not primarily constructed for muddy tracks so 

there is not much space between the tire and 

the chainstays. The reason for that brings 

us back to the versatility of the frame. We 

wanted to keep the options open for vari-

able and interchangeable crank   

sets and chainrings. 

SPECS:
Tubes: Rocket
Dropouts : Titanium disc
Weight: 1000g
Fork: Columbus MUD disc
Headtube ∅: 44mmHead tube ∅ : 44mm
Headset: none
Derailleur clamp : 35mm
Seatpost ∅: 31.6mm
Seatclamp: Tune
Bottom bracket: PF30, BSA (+60g)
Shifting: Mechanical, Di2 or EPS (v2/v3)
Rear spacing: 135mm

OPTiONS:
internal routing for brakes
Chris King inSet
Integrated seatpost
Fork swap

MSRP: 4499€/$5099
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THE DOPPLER
The flexibility and elegance of titanium meets the stiffness 

and lightness of carbon.

Combining our experienced engineers in titanium and 

carbon, we made a unique frame that takes the best of each 

material. The carbon head tube gives the frame its stability 

and saves weight. The top tube and down tube give the frame 

a comfort that only titanium is able to offer. The seat tube with 

integrated seatpost saves up to 300 grams compared to a 

standard set-up, to which it can be converted with ease. The 

carbon chain stays certify maximal power transmission while 

the titanium seat stays bring comfort that will be appreciated 

during long journeys. Add to that an exclusive look, perfect 

workmanship and you find yourselves with a frame that              

tells a lot about its rider.



MSRP: 5299€/$5999

SPECS:
Tubes: Reynolds & Rocket
Dropouts : Titanium
Weight: 1150g
Fork: Enve 1.0
Headtube ∅: 1 1/8'
Headset: none
Derailleur clamp : 34,9mm
I.S.P. with Tune Cappy seat clamp
Bottom bracket: PF30, BSA (+60g)
Shifting: Mechanical, Di2 or EPS (v2/v3)
Rear spacing: 135mm

OPTiONS:
Fork swap
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THE ASPHALT
Titanium. One of the most luxurious material used in the 

cycling industry. Only a few can handle its welding and purists 

can recognize a titanium bike from a mile away. A well done 

frame speaks volume for the craftsmanship and maturity             

of the builder and distinguished style of the rider. 

Unsatisfied with merely welding a different material, we 

hunted the MORATI engineers and welders and incorporated 

their decades of experience and savoir-faire to birth a frame 

that is responsive and very pleasurable, definitely raising above 

conventional titanium frame manufacturing. A product well worth 

the praises it gets.



SPECS:
Tubes: Reynolds
Dropouts: Titanium
Weigh: 1700g
Fork: 3T Rigida Pro Tapered
Head tube ∅ : 44mm
Headset: none
Derailleur clamp ∅ : 34.9mm
Seatclamp: Tune
Seat post ∅ : 31.6mm
Bottom bracket : PF30, BSA (+60g)
Shifting: Mech. or Di2 or EPS
Rear spacing: 130mm

OPTiONS:
S&S couplers
Internal routing for rear brake
Disc
Integrated seat post
Fork swap

MSRP: 3799€/$4299
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THE XCr
A light steel frame with an unusual stiffness and a tendency 

to go ferociously onward. 

Its development spurred from our ambition to construct 

a racing steel frame that would stand its ground among other 

competitive materials. Sharing this vision with Columbus, we 

were offered a new line of molded tubes that push the limits of 

existing traditional craftsmanship and enable the use of tapered 

forks, of the newest bottom bracket standards and is optimized 

for electronic shifting systems, thanks to its great stiffness. 

Its operation and ability to cope with the surface is a surprise 

for many riders. The combination of steel and super modern 

carbon components forms an attractive machine that aspires to 

become a timeless piece, sporting a sophisticated look.



MSRP: 3079€/$3499

SPECS:
Tubes: Columbus XCr
Dropouts: Stainless Steel
Weight :  1850g
Fork: 3T Rigida Pro
Head tube ∅ : 44mm
Headset: none
Derailleur clamp ∅ : 32mm
Seatclamp: Tune
Seat post ∅ : 27.2mm
Bottom bracket : PF30, BSA (+60g)
Shifting: Mech. or Di2 or EPS
Rear spacing: 130mm

OPTiONS:
S&S couplers
Going classic (with 3T Funda Pro fork)
Internal rear brake routing
Disc
Fork swap
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gOiNg CLASSiC
  The "Going Classic" option is here for those who want a 

Festka to add to their classic road frames' collection. Whether you 

dislike oversize tubes and fancy profiles, cannot deal with modern 

bottom bracket standards or think that the Chris King NoThread 

headset is too sexy not to use, this option is for you. The good 

news is that these tastes do not limit you to old technology. 

The stainless steel of the XCr tubeset is such a noble 

material that the riding quality will make you forget your other steel 

rides. And thanks to our advanced technology, we recreated this 

aesthetic in carbon. The carbon tubes for ONE are so good that 

we could reduce their diameter without compromising the ride 

quality. The result is a bike that you won't see anywhere else. We 

bet that most of your friends won't even notice that it is not steel.



NOTE ON gEOMETRy: Our standard 

geometries for this option are slightly 

different from the ones we display for 

our bikes. The only change is a slight 

adjustment in headtube to take into 

account the fully external nature of the 

headsets that have to be used.

NOTE ON FORK: The standard fork 

for these models is a 3T Funda Pro 

instead of a Rigida Pro

NOTE ON BRAKES: The disc option is not 

available to those who "go classic", due 

to the very nature of the option.
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festka basic designs

NOTE: Colour scheme can be de�ned by the client. To �nd your ideal colour please use Pantone EURO sampler or RAL classic  sampler. 
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SEMi-CuSTOM 
DESigN 
299$/271€

The client submits a 

description of the desired 

modifications on the standard 

design, with the restriction that 

the branding (on headtube, down 

tube and seat tube) cannot be 

displaced. Then our graphic 

designer Tom will look at the 

description and the following will 

happen:

1/The design corresponds 

to a semi-custom. A sketch is 

submitted to the client who may 

request another sketch for final 

touch-ups before painting.

2/The design corresponds 

to a custom. Two sketches are 

submitted to the client. One of the 

original concept but labelled and 

priced as custom, and one with 

reduced features, labelled and 

priced as semi-custom.

NOTE ON COLORS: The colors are 

not restricted to the palette of the 

year.
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CuSTOM
DESigN 
1429$/1366€ 

The client is in direct 

communication with our graphic 

designer. Together, they create 

the best design they can. Festka 

reserves the right to make it a 

Festka Edition design after 6 

months.

NOTE ON COLORS: The colors are 

not restricted to the palette of the 

year.

 

FESTKA
EDiTiON 
999$/910€ 

Special designs that became 

emblematic and synonymous with 

the brand. Currently available: Pablo 

(top) and Dazzle (down).
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OPTiONS
• bottle cages holes : FREE

• Di2 or EPS ready : FREE

• Rohloff/Gates/Alfine ready: FREE

• Internal routing for rear brake: +272€/$299

• Integrated seatpost (Tune Cappy included): +363€/$399

• S&S couplers for steel: +637€/$699

• S&S couplers for titanium: +910€/$999

• Painted component: +90€/$99

• High polished logos: +181€/$199

• VIP treatment (custom geo, custom design, 4 painted comp.): +1821€/$1999

• Chris King inSet headset: +169€/$185

• Tune Bubu headset: +156€/$181

• Ti Dropout upgrade: +455€/$499

FORKS: We offer different forks that one can swap the standard fork for. Please 

ask for a quote. The main brands carried are: 3T, Columbus, THM, ENVE, TRP

 

A DROPOuTS. It is the part of a bicycle where the attention to detail and the 

craftmanship of a builder is the most apparent. That is why this innocent 

piece is often the hallmark of great builders. We therefore put an unreason-

able amount of effort and work into ours. Whether from titanium or carbon, 

their quality and visual appeal will not leave you cold.

TyPE
Titanium standard

FRAMES
ONE RS, Doppler

TyPE
Titanium standard 

FRAMES
Asphalt

TyPE
Carbon standard

FRAMES
ONE, ONE Classic, 

ONE LT

TyPE
Titanium disc 

FRAMES
Asphalt disc

TyPE
Stainless steel 

standard

FRAMES
XCr, XCr classic

TyPE
Titanium disc

FRAMES
ONE gravel, ONE RS
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STANDARD gEOMETRyFREE

Chose among these two geometry, in the size that fits you:

 

 

PROViDED gEOMETRyFREE

You can submit your own geometry and we will produce it, as long as it 

makes sense.

CuSTOM gEOMETRy 299$/ 271€

You can either get fitted in Festka in beautiful Prague or send us fitting 

results, preferably from Retul. We will then make a geometry corresponding 

to your body and your riding needs and aspirations.

Road race 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

A Effective top tube length 500 510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590 600 610

B Seat tube C-C 515 517 521 528 535 547 556 566 576 586 597 611

α Seat Tube Angle 75° 75° 74,5° 74,5° 74° 73,5° 73,5° 73° 73° 73° 72,5° 72,5°

C Head Tube Length 130 132 135 140 146 155 164 173 182 191 201 215

β Head Tube Angle 71,5° 71,5° 71,5° 72° 72° 72,5° 72,5° 73° 73° 73° 73° 73°

D Wheel Base 957 967 972 979 984 986 996 1000 1010 1020 1026 1036

E Length of chain stays 403 403 403 404 404 405 405 408 408 408 410 410

F Stack 539 541 544 550 556 566 575 585 594 603 612 625

G Reach 353 363 367 376 379 382 389 391 398 406 407 413

Road sport 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

A Effective top tube length 500 510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590 600 610

B Seat tube C-C 490 491 496 504 513 527 537 550 560 570 583 597

α Seat Tube Angle 75° 75° 74,5° 74,5° 74° 73,5° 73,5° 73° 73° 73° 72,5° 72,5°

C Head Tube Length 130 132 136 143 152 163 174 184 195 206 218 230

β Head Tube Angle 71,5° 71,5° 71,5° 72° 72° 72,5° 72,5° 73° 73° 73° 73° 73°

D Wheel Base 957 967 972 978 985 985 996 997 1010 1020 1026 1036

E Length of chain stays 403 403 403 404 404 405 405 408 408 408 410 410

F Stack 539 541 545 553 561 574 584 586 606 616 628 640

G Reach 353 363 367 375 378 379 386 388 395 402 402 408
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www.festka.com




